Chapter 13

The origin of the Muslim-Jesus-Warrior (the Prophet), known as the ‘White Turban’.

Century 5 : Quatrain 55
“Out of the Felix Arabia country,
Will be born one powerful in the law of Mahomet,
To vex Spain, to conquer Grenada,
And further across the sea, at the people Ligurian”

(6)

“Felix” is a designation for the southern tip of Saudi Arabia, in the area now occupied by Yemen and
Oman. We have been hearing much lately of terrorist groups from precisely this area, currently the
group known as Boko-Haram has been operating here, and again has recently reaffirmed allegiance to
the ISIS group.
This place is given as his origin, though it is not necessarily where he is born or raised. This will be where
he starts his career as the Warrior-Prophet.
This quatrain states that he will cause Spain much trouble (vex), and will conquer Granada (Grenada in
the quatrain), which is where the capital and palace of Alhambra is located, the ancient capital of the
Moors, Spain’s Muslim conquerors and rulers in the Middle Ages.
Further ‘across the sea’ (the Adriatic) he will ‘vex’ the people ‘Ligurian’, which is today known as Italy.

This is an obvious target for the Muslim armies, as it has a high symbolic value, not to mention that
Mohammed himself made a prediction that they would retake it after losing it.(7)
The ‘White Turban’ will be a military leader of some type, with strong political ambitions as well.
Through a coordinated move, he will begin advancing northward at a prearranged signal from the ‘Blue
Turban’ Madhi.
His appearance is described in various places:
The timing will be near the end, either with, or just after, the appearance of the Mahdi.
The following signs are given as to when he will appear.
“…We are discussing about the Last Hour. Thereupon he said: It will not come until you see ten signs
before and (in this connection) he made a mention of the smoke, Dajjal, the beast, the rising of the sun
from the west, the descent of Jesus son of Mary (Allah be pleased with him), the Gog and Magog, and
land-slidings in three places, one in the east, one in the west and one in Arabia at the end of which fire
would burn forth from the Yemen, and would drive people to the place of their assembly.”(8)
And this goes into even more detail,
“… and it would at this very time that Allah would send Christ, son of Mary, and he will descend at the
white minaret in the eastern side of Damscus wearing two garments lightly dyed with saffron and
placing his hands on the wings of two Angels. When he would lower his head, there would fall beads of
perspiration from his head, and when he would raise it up, beads like pearls would scatter from it. Every
non-believer who would smell the odour of his self would die and his breath would reach as far as he
would be able to see. He would then search for him (Dajjal) until he would catch hold of him at the gate
of Ludd and would kill him….” (9)
“Dajjal” here is the proper name of the AntiChrist, so we see the White-Turban-reincarnated-Jesus
searching for and then killing the AntiChrist at ‘the gate of Ludd’.
‘Ludd’ refers to the city of Lod, or Al-Ludd, located just west of Jerusalem is Israel. “…The city was
visited by the local Arab geographer al-Muqaddasi in 985, when it was under the Fatimid Caliphate, and
was noted for its Great Mosque which served the residents of al-Ludd, Ramla and the nearby villages. He
also wrote of the city's "wonderful church (of St. George) at the gate of which Christ will slay the
Antichrist…"[10]

There are some interesting facts hidden here.
Note the bit about the ‘breath’. This comes up in both Christianity and Islam, and we tend to miss the
actual meaning. For the Christians, Christ defeats the Anti-Christ with a sword, “which proceeds out of
his mouth”(11). In this Islamic version, this White Turban kills non-believers with his breath, which will
reach ‘as far as he is able to see’. Both versions are metaphors for the spoken word. What is this
mysterious word that only requires the speaking of to slay enemies? “Fire”?, “Now”?, “Attack!”?
An interesting thought to ponder.
Also note that he will be ‘descending’ the white minaret on the eastern side of the mosque in Damascus.
This is quite an unusual situation. For the Christians, the Second Coming is Christ descending to Earth in
the clouds, seen by the entire world. It appears that for Islam, ‘christ’ will be rappelling down the side of
a minaret of a mosque. Actually, since his hands will be on angels wings, maybe he is parachuting in? Are
the ‘wings’ in reality jet-fighter wings?
This could make more sense, as he is here to attack the ‘antichrist’, so maybe he is a commando type,
jumping in with special forces to begin the attack. Orange garments (saffron) could resemble an NBC
suit of some type (maybe the jump is timed on the heels of a biological attack?), but if nothing else, it is
striking that the ‘Gitmo’ detainees wear the same outfit.
Our US Army calls this a ‘chemical brigade’.
So what is the significance of the jump zone? Where exactly is this mosque in Damascus, and why there?
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“…The Umayyad Mosque, also known as the Great Mosque of Damascus ... located in the old

city of Damascus, is one of the largest and oldest mosques in the world. It is considered by some
Muslims to be the fourth-holiest place in Islam.[12] …. the mosque was built on the site of a
Christian basilica dedicated to John the Baptist (Yahya), honored as a prophet by Christians and
Muslims alike. A legend dating to the 6th century holds that the building contains the head of
John the Baptist. The mosque is also believed by Muslims to be the place where Jesus (Isa) will
return at the End of Days….”[13]
Apparently the reason for the location is to cement the identity of the Islamic-Jesus with the belief that
this is where he will return.
Lastly, why arrive in Damascus to attack the antichrist at Lod?
Damascus is 137 miles Northeast of Lod. Not exactly close to the target for a military insertion. To get
from Damascus to Lod, as the crow flies, one runs through Syria and directly across the Golan Heights, to
the DMZ on the shores of the Sea of Galilee. Turning south along the shores of the Sea of Galilee, one
proceeds to the West Bank territories, and directly through those to exit them about six miles north of
Lod.
It is interesting that some Islamic articles mention an airport as the White Turbans destination, not the
‘Gate of Lod’ as traditionally accepted. Maybe they are translating ‘gate’ in a more modern way?
Notable landmarks within a few miles of Lod are:
•
•
•
•
•

The White Mosque, about 2 miles Southwest
The Neve Shalom Police Department, about ¾ mile Northwest
The Maasiyahu Prison, about 1 mile Southwest
The Rishon Le Tsiyon Municipality Administration Building, about 4 miles West
The Great Mosque, about a mile from the White Mosque

An airport, mentioned in several writings is 5 ½ miles west of Lod, but on closer inspection using
GoogleEarth™ , there are only blocks of houses where the airplane symbol is shown. I am guessing that
this may be a travel agency, not an airport.
The airport of significance is Ben Gurion airport, located just 3 or so miles North of Lod. This is a large
international airport which contains a symbolic target in a name as well as being Israel’s premier airport.
This could indeed be interpreted as a ‘gate’, as this airport is the ‘gateway’ to Israel.
Whether the ‘gate’ is at the ‘Gate of Lud’ or Ben Gurion airport, they are only a few miles apart. Which
would make more sense, the anti-christ being at the ‘Gate of Lud’ or the airport? Either one has
possibilities. The anti-christ could go to the ‘Gate of Lud’ for symbolic reasons, but there appears to be
no compelling reason for him to go there. Arriving at the airport does make some sense, so maybe we
are on to something here. Before we blindly guess any further, lets figure out who this anti-christ may
be.
We have discussed the inverse polarity that occurs between Christainity/Judaism and Islam. They both
contain focal points, just reversed. The Mahdi of Islam is the anti-christ of Christians and Jews, so who is
the anti-christ of Islam? This must be someone who represents, or embodies, Christianity or Judaism.
We can eliminate a Jewish antichrist, (in the religious sense only), as the Jews do not have a ‘champion’
who represents the religious belief who is currently living among them. The Christians however, have
the Pope, who is said to ‘embody’ Jesus Christ himself. Here is a clear figurehead to target.
Would the Pope ever travel to the “Gate of Lud”? It is hard to imagine. However it is not difficult at all to
envision him flying into Ben Gurion airport, an airport with the toughest security in the world, as a
matter of fact, he did just that on May 25, 2014.(14)
Why he might fly in to that airport is a different story which we will get to in a later chapter, but for now,
at least we have started putting names to the faceless players of prophecy.
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Now we will start to follow the journey.
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